Ford fiesta st drivetrain

The Ford Fiesta is a supermini marketed by Ford since over seven generations. In , the sixth
generation Fiesta Mark VI was introduced worldwide, making it the first Fiesta model to be sold
in the United States of America since the Fiesta Mark I was discontinued at the end of Ford has
sold over 16 million Fiestas since , [1] [2] [3] making it one of the best selling Ford marques
behind the Escort and the F-Series. More than a decade earlier, Ford had decided against
producing a new small car to rival BMC 's Mini as the production cost was deemed too high, but
the oil crisis saw a rise in the already growing demand for smaller cars. The Fiesta was an all
new car in the supermini segment, and was the smallest car yet made by Ford. The car was to
have a wheelbase longer than that of the Fiat , but with overall length shorter than that of Ford's
Escort. The project was approved for production in late , with Ford's engineering centres in
Cologne and Dunton Essex collaborating. Ford estimated that , Fiestas a year would be
produced, and built an all-new factory near Valencia , Spain; a trans-axle factory near Bordeaux
, France; factory extensions for the assembly plants in Dagenham, UK. Final assembly also took
place in Valencia. The name Fiesta meaning "party" in Spanish belonged to General Motors ,
used as a trim level on Oldsmobile station wagons, when the car was designed and was freely
given for Ford to use on their new B-class car. After years of speculation by the motoring press
about Ford's new car, it was subject to a succession of carefully crafted press leaks from the
end of A Fiesta was on display at the Le Mans 24 Hour Race in June , and the car went on sale
in France and Germany in September ; to the frustration of UK dealerships, right hand drive
versions only began to appear in January Chrysler UK were also about to launch the Sunbeam
by this stage, and British Leyland was working on a new supermini which was launched as the
Austin Metro in A sporting derivative 1. Black plastic trim was added to the exterior and interior.
The small square headlights were replaced with larger circular ones, with the front indicators
being moved into the bumper to accommodate the change. It was touted in press materials as
"a concept vehicle designed and equipped for practical, off-road recreational use. Minor
revisions appeared across the range in late , with larger bumpers to meet crash worthiness
regulations and other small improvements in a bid to maintain showroom appeal ahead of the
forthcoming second generation. The Fiesta Mark II appeared in August with a revised front end
and interior, and a bootlid mirroring the swage lines from the sides of the car. The 1. The new
CTX continuously variable transmission , also fitted in the Fiat Uno , eventually appeared early
in on 1. The second generation Fiesta featured a different dashboard on the lower-series trim
levels compared to the more expensive variants. The XR2 model was thoroughly updated with a
larger bodykit. The engine was replaced by a lean-burn variant in which featured a revised
cylinder head and carburettor; it was significantly cleaner from an environmental viewpoint but
was slightly less powerful as a result. Ford appreciated the high quality of this conversion and
was keen to look after its customers: the installation was undertaken by approved fitting
centres and all the warranties remained valid after. In its best-ever year, , over , Fiesta models
were sold in the UK, [9] though it finished second in the sales charts to the Ford Escort. The
CVH units from the second generation were carried over largely unmodified. The diesel engine
was enlarged to a 1. This was the first Fiesta to have a fuel-injected engine. The RS shared its 1.
The XR2i name was also dropped in early , and the insurance-friendly "Si" badge appeared in its
place on a slightly less sporty-looking model with either the 1. To distinguish the car, trim levels
were revised, and it was marketed as the "Fiesta Classic". The Fiesta Mark IV internal code
name was BE91 [11] was launched in October [12] [9] [13] and became Britain's best-selling car
from to , when it was overtaken by the all-new Ford Focus , a replacement for the Ford Escort.
The Mark IV benefited from new interior and exterior styling. It maintained similar dimensions to
the Mark III along with the platform and the basic body structure, most noticeably the side door
openings. The model featured a range of new Zetec-SE engines, available in 1. Lower
specification models remained available with what would be the final edition of the Kent 1. As
an exercise in badge engineering , the Mazda and Ford Fiesta Mark IV shared their design, were
built on the same production lines and used almost all the same parts. On April 1, , the Fiesta
Mark V was unveiled. Production at Almussafes Plant started on April 29, Most engines were
carried over from the previous Fiesta, but renamed " Duratec ", as the " Zetec " name was now
solely used for sportier models. The previous push-rod 1. Trim levels available initially were
Finesse, LX, Zetec, and Ghia, with limited edition variants soon following. The fifth-generation
was also the first Fiesta to feature the Anti-lock Braking System and passenger airbags as
standard. This generation became the best-selling Ford Fiesta generation to date. Engines
available include 1. This was the first Fiesta to be sold in Asia and Australasia all 1. In Brazil and
Argentina, a Fiesta saloon version was introduced in late A similar Fiesta saloon model, with a
different front end, was released in India in late This Fiesta generation was ergonomically and
mechanically more advanced than any previous generation. The facelift came with an improved
exterior. Developed under the project code B and B, this model uses the new Ford global B-car

platform. A second plant in Valencia, Spain started production in early Productions in China,
Thailand and Mexico started from late to The 3-door hatchback and 4-door saloon versions of
the Fiesta were both based on the Verve, with the 5-door hatchback and the 3-door van being
their derivatives. The Verve concept was first shown at the Frankfurt Motor Show. Martin Smith,
executive director of design for Ford of Europe, described the Verve as "a chic, modern and
individualistic statement for a sophisticated, fashion-aware generation. The interior featured
leather in different hues, along with multimedia equipment. The three-door hatchback featured a
panoramic glass roof, pillarless side glass, LED headlamps, high-mounted LED taillamps,
integrated tailgate spoiler and dark-chrome lower diffuser with integrated centre exhaust outlet.
The car rode on inch low-profile tyres mounted on two-piece, spoke alloy wheels. On November
19, , Ford unveiled its second Verve concept. This second version took the form of a four-door
notchback and was styled similarly to the Frankfurt version of the car. It was finished in frosted
grape. The most notable changes were in a deeper upper grille, with Ford of North America's
trademark 'three-bar' graphic, and a downsized lower inverted trapezoidal grille. There are four
body styles available for the sixth generation Fiesta, including three- and five-door hatchbacks,
four-door saloon, and a three-door van. The five-door hatchback was sold globally except in
India. The three-door hatchback version was sold in Europe except Russia , Australasia, and
select parts of Asia such as Singapore. The van version was sold only in Europe. It uses the
same bodyshell as the three-door hatchback, modified with solid panels in place of the rear
quarter windows and a flat load floor replacing the rear seats. A saloon version was launched in
November at the Guangzhou Auto Show. It was not marketed in Europe, but produced and
marketed in Russia from Other new equipment includes keyless entry with a 'Ford Power'
starter button, reach and rake adjustable steering wheel, electric power steering, and a USB port
for portable music players. Ford Easyfuel, the capless refuelling system recently introduced
with the Ford Mondeo , is also a feature, while 'ambient lighting,' casting a soft red glow over
the interior, was an option. For the North American-market model, the Ford Sync in-car
communications and entertainment system was available as an option. First introduced in Paris
Motor Show in late September , [32] the facelifted Fiesta for the European market went on sale
in It was the first to use Ford's latest corporate front end started which include the new
trapezoidal grille, later used on other models including the Focus, [33] Fusion and Mustang.
Similar updates as the facelift-update in European market were introduced in the North
American market as the model year. Luxurious equipment from the Focus and Mondeo was also
made available on the facelifted Titanium X model. Engines in Europe were also changed, with
the 1. As the seventh generation Fiesta would not be offered in Latin America, Ford has
extended the production of the sixth generation Fiesta in Brazil. As the result, another facelift
was introduced in Brazil and other Mercosur markets in November It is also equipped with the
updated SYNC 3 infotainment system. In , Ford revealed the Fiesta ST concept. In the North
American market, the Fiesta ST became available in early for the model year, unveiled at the Los
Angeles Auto Show as part of a larger mid-cycle refresh for the Fiesta. The ST features a
redesigned front fascia similar to the one seen on the Focus ST, a large rear spoiler, aggressive
rear diffuser with a dual exhaust system, completed with inch wheels on Bridgestone Potenza
tires. The Fiesta ST is powered by a 1. It includes a 1. In the US, Ford was permitted to market
the engine offering its overboost power figure; by contrast, in other countries such as the UK, a
manufacturer is not permitted to market an engine's temporary output. The car is expected to
provide high fuel economy while not sacrificing performance, with Ford claiming higher fuel
economy than the Volkswagen Golf GTI. On the outside, it featured bespoke grey paint as the
only colour available, and unique inch black alloy wheels. Inside, it featured Recaro bucket
seats and illuminated tread plates as standard. Power and torque were both increased. The
chassis remained the same, but torque vectoring powered by braking the inside wheels rather
than an active differential helped to reduce understeer whilst cornering. The car was launched
in It uses the 1. The Fiesta ECOnetic achieves its environmental credentials through weight loss
and aerodynamic adjustments, and its emission figure exempts the car from UK vehicle excise
duty. Unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show in December, [48] the sixth generation
subcompact Fiesta was available in North America as a four-door sedan and five-door
hatchback, with manual transmission or Ford's dual clutch automatic transmission. Fiesta sales
for Canada began in June for model year The North American Fiesta features a redesigned front
end and rear bumper compared to the European version, to match the reworked frame
underneath in order to meet US crash standards. The styling is also used for Latin American
models. Other changes include stiffer springs to make up for the added weight, and some
fine-tuning to adapt the car to American driver-friendly all-season tires. Ford planned to have
cars available for sale soon after. On June 18, , it was reported that although dealers took
deposits from over 2, customers for Fiesta and placed large orders as the car was heavily

marketed, dealers and customers had not received cars that they expected to have arrived
weeks ago in May. By August , Ford delayed some shipments because of a "quality problem".
Ford claimed the issue was fixed and it was unlikely cars with defective parts would reach
customers. Ford dealers in the US offer optional laminated vinyl graphics applied to the car's
exterior, expected to last 3 to 5 years before replacement. A 19 minute audio description of the
car and its features is included, which can be played on the way home, then loaded along with
its interactive program into the home computer via its USB connection. For the North American
Fiesta, Ford initiated a marketing campaign in early called the Fiesta Movement, distributing
examples of European Fiestas to applicants across the United Statesâ€”to have the test drivers
use popular Internet sites to share their experiences. Following on the success of Fiesta
Movement, Ford initiated Fiesta Movement 2 in December by calling for video applications to be
submitted by the end of January for activities to begin mid-February. Working with Ford
designers, the final 12 contestants of the show created their own custom graphics on a Ford
Fiesta, which were subsequently revealed on the show with fans given the chance to win one of
the personalised cars. It was offered in hatchback and sedan body styles. At midyear, the
hatchback became available in the previously saloon-only S trim level; as it includes a rear
wiper and the same body colour one-slot grille as fancier models, externally only badging and a
limited choice of colours distinguish it from the SE. The facelifted models from the European
market were brought to the North American market as the model year refresh. The Ford Fiesta
features redesigned front and rear fascias, whereas the previous models in North American
market do not have the trapezoidal, facelift grille. The sixth generation saloon was launched in
India in July with both petrol and diesel variants. The Fiesta received a facelift in September
with changes to the front, rear and the interior. The top model comes with Bluetooth, cruise
control, pull control, USB and voice command as standard features. Production ceased in
September due to low demand. The Fiesta was launched in Thailand in September There were 3
trim levels at launch; 1. All models feature ABS, driver airbag, and electric mirrors; the
top-of-the-range Sport models feature front passenger airbag, alloy wheels and stability control
across the range, along with voice command in-car entertainment system and Bluetooth
connectivity. Both used the 1. In March , the 1. A 6-speed PowerShift dual-clutch transmission
was made available as standard transmission initially for the 1. The seventh generation Fiesta
was set to be produced in under the Eco Car tax incentive, [74] however Ford axed the plans
and instead discontinued passenger car production in the country. The facelifted version
gained an imported 1. Due to falling sales figures, production and sales of the Fiesta in Brazil
ended in February with no direct replacement, after being sold for 24 years. Vans with the 1.
Transmission choices include a 5-speed manual, a 4-speed automatic and a dual-clutch 6-speed
automatic. The 4-speed automatic was only offered with the 1. The PowerShift 6-speed
dual-clutch gearbox is available in North America as an option in addition to the 5-speed
manual, which may be sold with a diesel in Europe in the future. This dual-clutch gearbox was
also standard on some models in Thailand, and was available as an option in India. The Fiesta is
a subject of an alleged defect regarding the PowerShift DPS6 dual-clutch transmission, which is
fitted to the â€” Fiesta. Many owners said the problems reappear even after service technicians
claim the transmission is within normal factory limits. There have been at least 6 revisions of
clutch packs and transmission control modules since inception. Newer clutch packs and
transmissions are more resistant to wear and fluid contamination, as the source of many
shudder issues involved an improperly installed seal which was leaking transmission fluid onto
the dry clutches. A Free Press "Out of Gear" investigation published in July revealed for the
first time internal company documents showing Ford was aware the transmission was defective
before putting the vehicles on mass production and continued producing and selling them over
the past decade as customers spent thousands on repairs. Ford whistleblowers described to
the Free Press in a fearful atmosphere within the company that led to silence during the
development of the DPS6 transmission and, in one case, downgrading the risk assessment of
the clutch and control unit due to "political reasons. A month after the Free Press investigation
was published, Ford extended warranty coverage to , vehicle owners. It is the second warranty
extension after the first one in Ford later stated that the newspaper held "conclusions that are
not based in fact," but the transmission has nonetheless created numerous complaints to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of rough shifting and sometimes interruption of
power. In late Motor Trend called the new generation of Fiesta a "superb little car" whose
"greatest problem is that it's still a year away", [87] a reference to the fact that the Fiesta would
not arrive in the US until early British magazine Auto Express called the car a "new class
leader"; [88] UK's Car Magazine said it was a "huge achievement" which will "please just about
everyone". The Fiesta was featured on episode 6 of series 12 of Top Gear in a series of
"serious" road tests conducted by presenter Jeremy Clarkson , from escaping 'baddies' driving

a Chevrolet Corvette C6 in the Festival Place Basingstoke shopping mall, to participating in an
amphibious beach assault with the Royal Marines. The Fiesta range will expanded to include
new additions: a crossover-styled variant called the Fiesta Active, and the luxury Fiesta Vignale.
On 24 February , the seventh generation derived Fiesta ST was announced. The pack also
includes a "ST" shift change light in the instrument cluster and launch control. The all-new
Fiesta ST also includes three selectable driving modes, a first for the model. These include
"Normal", "Sport" and "Race Track". Each mode changes the characteristics of the car
including the steering feel, throttle response, deactivating the engine 'start-stop' feature and
opening the flap in the exhaust which increases the sound of the car. The Fiesta ST was
released on 7 May From launch, it is available in either a three-door or five-door body style, and
comes standard with a six speed manual gearbox, with no option of an automatic. To
differentiate the Performance Edition, the car comes with exclusive options, namely standard
Deep Orange paint, lowered and adjustable ride height and lighter multi-spoke alloy wheels. The
Mark I, II and III versions feature the standard 3 door bodyshell with the rear side glass replaced
by body coloured metal and a flat floorpan instead of the rear seats. In , a "high-cube" style van
based on the Mark III front bodyshell but with longer wheelbase and Renault-derived rear
torsion bar suspension was introduced and was named the Ford Courier. For the Mark V, the
standard Fiestavan version was based on the 3-door bodyshell rather than the taller 5-door
version. The Mark VI Fiesta van was first introduced in the European market in mid, a year after
the original launch. Both cars were highly modified with special motorsport components
throughout and featured pioneering Limited-slip differential LSD technology. The two rally cars
performed well in the arduous ice and snow that year. Roger Clark did not set any records but
the German car achieved 9th position overall â€” a very encouraging result which sparked
demand for sportier Fiestas. Since this there have been sporting and " hot hatch " editions. All
of these were powered by a range of engines from the Ford Kent engine to the Ford Duratec
engine. Ford RallyeConcept has been realised through an intensely close collaboration between
Ford RallyeSport, the motorsport experts behind the Puma Super and the Focus WRC rally cars,
and Ford Design Europe, the creative team responsible for the new three-door Fiesta on which
the RallyeConcept is based. Ford RallyeConcept's marriage of the motorsport engineer's
objective for performance functionality with the eye for detail of the designer has been so
effective that Ford has committed to an engineering development programme to bring a
Fiesta-based rally car to reality. Aiming for FIA homologation by mid, Ford RallyeSport is
hoping that it will become Ford's next success story in national and international rallying. Fiesta
Super debut Rally Greece It combines keen competition with equal performance and leaves the
decision about winning or losing to the drivers and co-drivers capabilities. The driver, co-driver
and mechanics work as a team to compete against the toughest adversary of allâ€”the clock.
Although not due for homologation until January it is set to make its debut as course car on the
final round of the IRC series, Rally Scotland. The car had been built to compete mainly in the
Super World Rally Championship. In , Thierry Neuville was the world championship runner-up,
being a M-Sport junior works driver. Fiesta RS WRC has been very popular among private
drivers, due to its good driveability, reasonable price and good availability. The Fiesta
Rallycross Supercars version is a racecar with a 2. In the UK, the Fiesta is commonly used in
club level motorsport series but has its national one-make series called the Ford Fiesta
Championship. During its peak in the s and s, it had manufacturer support and it even was a
support race to the British Grand Prix and numerous British Touring Car Championship rounds.
The organisation also run the other series that consists of Fiestas. Fiesta drivers won the Super
class of the European Touring Car Cup seven times from to The Fiesta has been Britain's most
popular new car in , , , , , and each year from â€” In June , Ford claimed the largest market share
in the UK of The Fiesta was one of the five finalists for the Green Car of the Year awarded by the
Green Car Journal in November , competing with two plug-in electric vehicles , the Nissan Leaf
and the Chevrolet Volt the winner , and two hybrid electric vehicles. Only models sold in
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SUV. Mid-size SUV. Mountune Fiesta advanced components are designed and built in-house
using our ample experience with building and racing Ford Ecoboost engines. If you want to
start small, we have Ford Fiesta upgrade replacements that make it easy to bolt on
performance. We make tuning maps for the COBB Accessport to go with what we sell, so you
can get the most from these upgrades right out of the gate. We firmly believe that serious
tuning, demands performance parts drivers can rely on under any circumstances. From basic
hose clamps and license plate frames to critical brake pads, oil filters and induction upgrades,
everything you'll find here is specifically made to help your Fiesta evolve into something
greater. Not a single one of our Fiesta ST performance upgrades leaves the factory without
passing stringent quality control testing, so even our cosmetic components are proven to
perform. We also offer a range of consumable items and pro hardware such as filters, spark
plugs, cleaning tools, recharge kits and ECU calibrators, so you can count on optimal
performance no matter what kind of Ford Fiesta tuning parts you install. Learn more by clicking
a listing, or ask a mountune expert for tips and pointers. We have the forged pistons, high lift
cams and strengthened blocks you need to make big power. Want the handling and braking of
your Fiesta to match its straight line performance? We also carry high performance suspension,
transmission and brake components to help you keep your car under control. Nav Menu 1.
Forums New Posts Trending Decals. Gallery New Media New Comments. Contact Us. Log In
Register. What's New Night Mode. New Posts. Log In. Sign Up! Register for an account , it's free
and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Fiesta ST Forum today! JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Forum to
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of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Overview: We immediately warmed to the fun-to-fling Ford
Fiesta ST when it emerged from the oven for the model year, and little has changed since then
to curb our appetite for this hot hatch. In addition to applying the usual tricks of firming up the
electrically assisted power steering and the dampers and increasing the spring rates by about
20 percent , fitting For starters, it systematically reworked the attachment points of the front
knuckles, fitted a thicker front anti-roll bar and a steering rack with a quicker ratio All of the
chassis work would be pointless without an equally eager powertrain, so Ford fits the Fiesta ST
with its 1. Producing horsepower and lb-ft of torque, the Fiesta ST soundly trumps the hp
naturally aspirated four-banger and the hp turbocharged three-cylinder that power the standard
Fiesta. Incorporating all that technology was an international effort. Rumors of a pending Fiesta
RS now look like wishful thinking, unfortunately. As such, updates to the Fiesta were limited to
just a couple of tech and cosmetic options. An ideal training vehicle for unseasoned drivers

looking to explore their limits, the ST also can provide big grins in the hands of more
experienced pilots. While driving enjoyment is the main attraction, the Fiesta ST also has a
samsung dishwasher parts diagram
rheem air handler wiring diagram
acura mdx service manual download
practical side. Although the leather-wrapped steering wheel gets an ST logo, the leather is
coarse and cheap-feeling. Many drivers also complained that the seating position made for an
awkward reach to the shift lever. However, those seats on our latest test car were the optional
Recaros, which went a long way to dress things up while providing excellent support for
performing all the hot-hatch driving shenanigans we could muster. As you might expect, the
Recaros are narrow and feel even tighter than the similar units in the Focus ST. Displacement:
97 cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

